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Medici 

"European with a Flair"

Medici brings modern Mediterranean cuisine from the kitchen of brothers

Christos and Stamatios in an upscale and elegant setting in the heart of

Frankfurt. Bold creations and subtle flavors inspire the menu which

incorporates masterful dishes like King Prawns with Potatoe Carpaccio,

Angler Fish Fillet and Duck Breast with Sugar-Peas Artichokes. Food is

complemented by local and imported wines, served by glass or bottle.

Service and quality sustain a high level and make for a memorable dining

extravaganza. Two course and three course business lunches are also

offered. Reserve ahead.

 +49 69 2199 0794  www.restaurantmedici.de/  info@restaurantmedici.de  Weißadlergasse 2,

Francoforte
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Ariston 

"Tradition Meets Modernity"

Ariston offers its customers an excellent mixture of traditional Greek and

Mediterranean food with a hit of modernity. Elegantly constructed with a

beautiful and classic interior, it gives out a calm and relaxing vibe.

Symphonie which is the mixed grill plate and Garides which is grilled

prawns is the specialty of this place. The combination of old dishes and

new have made this restaurant stand apart from the rest. The bar offers

good variety of beer, cocktails and wines and there is also a lounge to

relax and have a good time. This is a pet friendly restaurant which also

has a terrace for outdoor events and parties.

 +49 69 9203 9950  www.ariston-

restaurant.de/

 info@ariston-restaurant.de  Heiligkreuzgasse 29,

Francoforte
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Trattoria i Siciliani 

"Fine Italian Specialties"

Italian fine dining at its best, Trattoria i Siciliani has earned a reputation as

one of the best in the city. The decor is classy and the romantic ambiance

created by warm reds and contemporary chandeliers make this an ideal

date night spot. Every dish is prepared with an eye to detail, and the care

they take to ensure perfection is evident in every morsel. From hearty

house made pastas to delicate seafood preparations, the food here is sure

to please the most discerning diner. Save room for dessert; in true Italian

style, they are simply divine!

 +49 69 6199 3321  trattoriaisiciliani.de/  trattoriaisiciliani@hotmail.d

e

 Walter-Kolb-Strasse 17,
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Osteria Lísola Sarda 

"Sardinian Specials"

Osteria Lísola Sarda offers you cuisine from an an area of the

Mediterranean not too many other restaurants in Frankfurt am Main do.

The Sardinian fare you can enjoy includes Costaedasa de Anzone a sa

Griglia (grilled lamb cutlets with fresh herbs), Scampos Orlando (king

prawns in spicy sauce) and more. An extensive wine list accompanies the

menu, and the many varieties can enhance the flavor of any meal. This

quiet eatery makes a good venue for business lunches.

 +49 69 46 2206  lisola-sarda.de/  Rothschildallee 38, Francoforte
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Weisse Lilie 

"Best Tapas in Town"

Touted by many patrons as the best Spanish tapas place in all of

Frankfurt, the Weisse Lilie is definitely worth a visit. This restaurant

features a traditional-style ambiance with charming rustic decor and an

easygoing warmth. The menu is filled with authentic tapas straight from

Spain. Each dish embodies the flavors of the Spanish peninsular and

showcases an authentic cooking style. They also have a separate daily

specials menu that highlights seasonal ingredients and fresh produce.

 +49 69 45 3860  www.weisse-lilie.com/  Bergerstrasse 275, Francoforte
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